A 44-year-old woman had a transient ischemic stroke, fibroelastoma of the mitral valve being the source of the embolus. The patient evolved with neutropenia induced by ticlopidine after 10 days of treatment. We report the major clinical features, therapeutic options, and medicinal toxicity resulting from the use of antiplatelet drugs.

Less than 5% of all cardiac tumors are primary tumors, which are, therefore, a rare entity; the remaining 95% are metastatic tumors to the heart. Benign cardiac tumors account for 75% of primary cardiac tumors, of which the most common are myxomas usually originating in the left atrium. Papillary fibroelastomas are rare benign primary cardiac tumors, and for a long time their clinical significance was unknown. Currently, they are recognized as a cause of neurological and cardiac symptoms.

This study aims to report peculiarities in the clinical findings of this entity in addition to reviewing current histologic, anatomicopathological, echocardiographic, and treatment concepts related to papilloma of the mitral valve.

Case report

A 44-year-old female sought neurological assistance on an emergency basis after an episode of transient ischemic stroke manifested predominantly as left facial hemiparesis of 15-minute duration. On physical examination at that time, she had no neurologic abnormalities any longer, and magnetic nuclear resonance imaging of the skull was normal. A cardiologic assessment was recommended to evaluate the cause of the transient ischemic stroke.

On the cardiologic assessment 1 week later, a search for the source of the embolism that caused the transient ischemic stroke was started. The physical examination and the electrocardiography were normal, with no evidence of arterial hypertension, cardiac arrhythmia, or carotid arterial obstruction. The transthoracic echocardiography showed cardiac chambers of normal dimension, with no thrombi inside, normal left ventricular percentage systolic shortening and ejection fraction. The mitral valve showed a small mass on its anterior leaflet, and a normal and competent opening. The assessment was complemented with transesophageal echocardiography, in which a pediculate mass could be seen measuring 0.7cm x 0.7cm, with an area of 0.4cm² and circumference of 2.4cm (figs. 1 and 2). The sequential investigation excluded the possibility of infectious endocarditis (no fever, normal hemogram, and 3 negative blood cultures), and the diagnosis of cardiac tumor was assumed as the possible embolic source. Ticlopidine was started at the dosage of 250mg twice a day, and surgical removal of the tumor was indicated, but refused by the patient at that time.

The patient had been healthy prior to this episode, totally asymptomatic, and was insecure in regard to the actual indication and benefit of an invasive procedure like a cardiac surgery with extracorporeal circulation and associated risks.

After 10 days of treatment with ticlopidine, started fever (40°C), intense asthenia, chills, and nocturnal sudoresis. Her hemogram showed 3,400 leukocytes with 23% of band neutrophils. In the first 24 hours of the infectious period, the patient’s condition progressively worsened, and she was admitted to a general hospital with the diagnosis of internal otitis and bronchopneumonia. However, a hemogram with significant granulocytopenia (900 leukocytes and 12 band neutrophils) attracted attention. The treatment with an antibiotic was started associated with a colony-stimulating factor (Granulokine®). Because ticlopidine-induced granulocytopenia was suspected, this medication was suspended. The treatment proved effective after 14 days, with recovery from the infection and clinical improvement.

Based on medical recommendation, the patient used low-molecular-weight heparin (20 mg of enoxaparin) subcu-
taneously at home for 2 weeks more. With total clinical recovery and partial improvement of the drug-induced granulocytopenia (4,800 leukocytes, 43% segmented leukocytes, and 6% band leukocytes), the patient sought a large general hospital for cardiologic and hematologic reassessment.

In this new reassessment, the patient was afebrile and in good general condition. Three blood cultures were negative. Her hemogram still showed mild granulocytopenia, which gradually improved during her hospitalization. It is worth noting that from the beginning of the white cell disorder the patient never had a low platelet count. The new cardiologic tests performed were considered similar to those performed for investigating the source of the cardiac embolism. Surgery was indicated for removal of the benign cardiac tumor located in the mitral valve. By this time, the patient agreed to this type of treatment.

Surgery was performed with access through the anterolateral thoracotomy in the 4th right intercostal space. Installation of the extracorporeal circulation circuit was performed through cannulation of the femoral artery and both cava veins with the membrane oxygenator and Bio-Pump.

The heart was protected with anterograde injection of hypothermic and blood solution. After incising the left atrium, a small mass on the atrial portion of the anterior leaflet of the mitral valve was identified and easily removed without destroying the valvar apparatus, therefore avoiding valvar repair. The heart was disconnected from the extracorporeal circulation circuit uneventfully. The patient was extubated in the recovery room and referred to the postoperative cardiac unit. Her postoperative evolution was excellent both from the cardiologic and hematologic points of view, and she was discharged from the hospital on the 4th postoperative day.

The anatomicopathological study showed, on gross examination, a papillary fragment measuring 0.5x0.5x0.2cm, of white color, with a granular aspect, and smooth and elastic consistency (fig. 3). The microscopic study of the sections showed an anastomosing and branching papillary proliferation, similar to tendinous cords. The papillae were formed by axes of avascular tissue lined by a single layer of flat endothelial cells, compatible with papillary fibroadenoma of the mitral valve. These findings are different from those of the myxoma that may be located on cardiac valves; the presence of dense connective tissue, absence of vessels and of myxoid matrix, in addition to the presence of polygonal papillae in the papillary axes eliminate this possibility (fig. 4).

Discussion

Primary cardiac tumors are rare and correspond to less than 5% of all cardiac tumors; the remaining 95% are metastatic tumors to the heart \(^1\). Benign cardiac tumors correspond to 75% of the primary cardiac tumors, myxomas being the most common and usually originating in the left atrium (Table I)\(^7\).

The most frequent clinical findings are the following: asthenia, fever, weight loss, and embolic phenomena. Incidental or autopsy finding is, however, known to be more prevalent, as the diagnosis is not made because the clinical
Papillary fibroelastomas are rare benign primary cardiac tumors. Their nomenclature becomes sometimes confusing because several terms (fibroma, cardiac papilloma, valvar papilloma, myxofibroma, fibroelastic hamartoma, and endocardial papillary fibroma) have been used to name them; papillary fibroelastoma, however, is the most widely accepted name. They are classified as endocardial tumors, and they may manifest as valvar insufficiency, coronary artery obstruction if located on the arterial surface of the aortic valve, or as an embolic complication. Papillary fibroelastomas are characteristically small avascular solitary tumors with multiple spikelets, resembling a sea anemone, and adhered to the endocardium by a short pedicle. Histologically, they are formed by a dense central axis of collagen and adhered to the endocardium by a short pedicle. They may originate in any part of the endocardial surface, but their most common location is the valvar endocardium. In reality, papillary fibroelastomas are considered the most frequent primary cardiac tumor originating in the valvar endocardium. The valvar distribution predominates in the left side of the heart, 29% of cases involving the aortic valve, 25% the mitral valve, 17% the tricuspid valve, and 13% the pulmonary valve. In the case of involving the semilunar valves, the preferred location is the middle part of the valve, protruding into the atrial cavity. Their dimensions range from 0.1 to 5.7 cm, most of them having less than 1.5 cm. These tumors have been reported in people of various ages, from 6-day neonates to 92-year-old patients. The distribution is equivalent in males and females. The first surgical description of a papillary fibroelastoma by Lichtenstein et al. dates back to 1979. Prior to echocardiography, they were uncommon findings of autopsy or cardiac surgeries. A recent review of the literature lists 198 cases of cardiac papillary fibroelastoma. Surgical treatment has been recommended and, despite the benign tissular character, early diagnosis and treatment may prevent complications.

Papillary fibroelastomas are loose excrescences typically located in cardiac valves. They may be single or multiple lesions occurring more frequently on the ventricular surfaces of semilunar valves and on the atrial surface of atrioventricular valves. Nonvalvar locations are rare and include the mural and septal endocardium of the left or right ventricles, papillary muscles, tendinous cords, and the intimal layer of the coronary ostium. The tricuspid valve is most affected in children, and the mitral and aortic ones in adults.

The major differential diagnosis should be made with Lambi’s excrescences, which are acellular deposits lined by a single endothelial layer. They are found on sites of endothelial lesions of the cardiac valves in more than 70% of the adults.

The clinical significance of muscle fibroelastomas remained unknown for a long time. Currently, they are recognized as a cause of neurological and cardiac symptoms. Embolization of a tumor fragment or of a thrombus on the tumor surface is not infrequent. A favorable situation for deposition of a niche of platelet aggregation is known to exist with posterior embolization of the fragments. The neurological consequences of embolization include transient ischemic strokes, convulsions, syncope, and infarcts in the following regions: brain, cerebellum, brainstem, spinal cord, and retina. In a series of 71 operated upon fibroelastomas, 38 cases of embolization to the central nervous system were observed. In reality, the embolic potential of the tumor results from fragmentation of the papillary spikelets of the tumor or even from thrombi formed by platelets and fibrin, which, frequently adhere to the uneven tumoral surface. Hicks et al., in a review of the echocardiographic evolution of patients with papillary fibroelastoma, showed a variety of clinical presentations, the neurological manifestation being the most frequent. In reality, an embolic cerebral stroke in a young individual with no evidence of cerebrovascular disease, particularly in the presence of sinus rhythm, should cause suspicion of a cardiac tumor, as well as infectious endocarditis and mitral valve prolapse.

As the physical examination of a patient with papillary fibroelastoma is usually normal, a two-dimensional echocardiography is indicated in young patients with transient ischemic stroke or cerebral stroke, even in the absence of clinical or electrocardiographic cardiac disease. Complementarion of transthoracic echocardiography with trans-
sophageal study increases diagnostic sensitivity. This latter, with its high resolution, may distinguish the collagen center of the tumor from other cardiac structures, due to its shining echocardiographic appearance. This appearance helps to differentiate fibroelastomas from other intracardiac tumors, especially myxomas, but also from vegetations and mural thrombi. Currently, transthoracic echocardiography associated with a multiplane transesophageal study is the best examination to establish the diagnosis.

Due to their potential of systemic embolization, these lesions should always be excised, despite their benign histological appearance and small dimension. Reports exist that even lesions of 3mm may account for cerebral embolization, and should, therefore, be surgically removed in asymptomatic patients, who do not have surgical contraindication. Despite their uncertain evolution, a review of a large case series showed that only 4 patients were free from symptoms when the fibroelastoma was discovered. Procedures preserving the valve are recommended in most cases. Recurrence has not been reported; long-term follow-up, however, is recommended.

The last item to be discussed is the association with the possible ticlopidine-induced granulocytopenia, which our patient had. Important blood dyscrasias, such as thrombocytopenic purpura, aplastic anemia, and granulocytopenia, related to the use of this drug have been reported. Even though the cause of bone marrow aggression remains uncertain, direct and immunological toxic mechanisms have been proposed. Side effects associated with ticlopidine have been reported after implantation of coronary stents with a mean 4-week treatment with this drug, the higher frequency of events occurring after 14 days of treatment. Drug withdrawal in selected cases is able to normalize the hematological disorder. Clopidogrel, an alternative to ticlopidine due to its similar antiplatelet activity, has also been shown to be safer in regard to its side effects. A lower incidence of 0.26% of thrombocytopenia and 0.01% of neutropenia has been reported with clopidogrel use as compared with ticlopidine use, and a combined incidence of thrombocytopenia/neutropenia of 0.5%.
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